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C Arrays

• Rules for array size declaration are not straightforward.

– In early C standards, array size declarations required constants (keyword const)
or literals. Here are some valid declarations:

const int n = 8;

int[n] a;

int[8] b;

int[] c = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8};

– GCC implemented array size declarations with variables. This looks like:

int n = 8;

int[n] d;

Later C standards (and most modern compilers) adopted this feature.

– C++ has not adopted array size declarations with variables. Be cautious.

• char arrays are also known as C-strings

– The last element in a C-string should be the null character ’\0’.

– C-strings may be initialized with double quotes. For example,

char[] yo = "YOLO";

char[] lo = {’Y’,’O’,’L’,’O’,’\0’};

will initialize identical arrays. Recall that single quotes are used for char literals.

– There are several useful functions for C-strings in the standard library. For in-
stance, strlen returns the length of a C-string.

• Array indexing

– To access the nth value in an array a, we can use the expression a[n]. Note that
a[0] gives the first value in the array.
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– The variable a is actually a pointer to the first value in the array. To access the
value that a points to, use an asterisk (the “dereference operator”). In particular,
*a gives the value that a points to. Note that *a and a[0] return the same value.

– C implements pointer arithmetic so that a+n is the pointer to the nth element
after the element pointed by a. In other words, *(a+n) and a[n] return the same
value.

– Things get complicated fast if you let them. They have contests where people use
pointers in the most confusing ways possible.

• A matrix is an array of arrays.

– For instance,

int[2][2] m;

allocates memory for a 2 × 2 matrix of int’s. If you look at it closely, it is an
array of int[]’s.

– Accessing values in a matrix involves the same indexing as single-dimensional
arrays. For example, m[0][1] returns the value in the first row and the second
column of the matrix (remember that arrays are zero-indexed).
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